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 Profile: #1 global manufacturer of agricultural machines with

hundreds factories globally

 Problems:

• Machines with hundred sub-parts & thousand variations

• Many uncertainties: fluctuation in supply & demand, various

delivery time, and production disruption

• Current Material Requirement Planning (MRP) is not effective

 Solutions: using AI application to calculate efficient levels of daily

inventory

 Results: reducing by 25-35% of material inventory, leading to

economic benefit of USD200 mn annually

Transformation on Supply chain and 

Inventory management



I. Three examples of Digital Transformation
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 Profile: French energy company (150,000 employees in 70

countries)

 Problems: Requiring a revolution in energy industry to survive

and flourish

 Solutions: spending USD1.5 bn for DX in 2016-19, launching

ENGIE Digital (Digital Factory and Center of Excellence)

• Gas-related & renewable-energy-related facilities: applying

predictive analytics with AI (over 1,000 machine learning

producing 140,000 predictions per day) to optimize electricity

generation and forecast required maintenance

• Customer management: providing online service allowing

customers to control their energy consumption; developing

app with sensors (IoT) and data analysis to save energy

• Smart city: building a series of apps via IoT to manage

systems of heating & cooling, traffic control, green mobility,

waste treatment, and security for sustainable development

 Results: very potential and favorable economic advantages

Comprehensive Transformation on the 

whole Company
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II. Principals of DX



1. Three Major Phases to DX
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 Period: 1985-1999

 With the prevalence of computers

 The process of making information available and accessible in a digital format (the move from analog to

digital)

 Period: 2000-2015

 With the prevalence of Internet, mobile phones, and mobile telecom network

 The process of digitizing & computerizing professional processes to improve productivity and efficiency

 Applications: CRM, ERP

 Period: 2016-2030, a caterpillar-to-butterfly process, a disruptive evolution

 Associated with the breakthrough development of digital technology: Cloud Computing, Big Data, AI, IoT,

and Blockchain

 Revolutionary changes to key competitive corporate processes, fundamentally transforming business

models



2. Clarification of DX
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 Digital Transformation: NOT a series of generational changes in IT or simply the migration of a company’s processes, data,

and information onto a digital platform

 Implementing a DX agenda means an organization will build, deploy, and operate dozens, perhaps hundreds or even

thousands, of AI and IoT applications across all aspects – from human resources and customer relationship to financial

processes, product design, maintenance, and supply chain operations.

 1st to 3rd Industrial Revolution occurred with innovative

technologies – steam engine (mechanization), electricity

(electrification), and computers & the internet (automation)

=> replace manual work

 4th Industrial Revolution (DX): approaching a similar tipping

point where Cloud computing, Big data, IoT, and AI are

converging to drive network effects and create exponential

change => master mental power and replace intelligent work



3. The whole Process of DX for Businesses
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3. ERP is not DX yet
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 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is an application that automates business processes and provides insights

and internal controls, drawing on a central database that collects inputs from departments including

accounting, manufacturing, supply chain, sales, marketing and human resources (HR).

ERP DX

Overall
One system supporting governance 
via traditional processes

Many systems and technologies, inside 
and outside the operating process

Technology
All modules in one: HR, accounting,
finance, warehouse, sales, etc.

Multiple, both centralized and dispersal: 
SaaS ERP, BI, AI, IoT, Big Data, etc.

Business procedure
management

Automate, upgrade, and enhance 
operating processes

Revolutionize processes, leading to new 
business models & modes of operation

Benefits
Optimize and enhance operation 
efficiency

Boost profits, maximize customer service, 
and gain comprehensive efficiency

Risks Medium to high
Higher due to alteration in HR, procedure,
technology, and business model



4. Why DX?
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 Digital Government helps operate 

more efficiently, effectively, and 

transparently, and reduce corruption

 Digital Economy helps promote 

innovation, create new values, 

increase labor productivity, generate 

new growth engine, and escape the 

middle-income trap

 Digital Society provides equal 

opportunities to access services, 

training, and knowledge, thus 

narrowing development gap and 

reducing social inequality

 The collapse of Nokia, Yahoo!, General Motors, etc.

 Walmart eating Main Street, and now, Amazon eating Walmart

 From 2000, 52% businesses in Fortune was acquired, 

merged, or bankrupted

 40% of current corporations are expected to shut 

down in 10 years
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III. Five cutting-edge Technologies



1. Cloud Computing
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 Cloud Computing is a model of accessing shared pools of configurable hardware and software resources – computer

networks, servers, data storage, applications, and other services – that can be rapidly provisioned with minimal

management effort, typically via the internet.

 X-as-a-Service: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

 Multi-Cloud: use of multiple cloud computing services in a single heterogeneous architecture

o Microsoft Azure for storage

o Amazon Web Service (AWS) for compute

o IBM Watson for deep learning

o Google Cloud for image recognition

=> Reduce reliance on any one provider (so-called “vendor lock-in”)

 Hybrid Cloud: operate an application across private and public clouds (a

“hybrid cloud” environment)



1. Cloud Computing
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 Cisco forecast that by 2021, 94 percent of workloads will be processed by cloud data centers and 73 percent of cloud

workloads will be in public cloud data centers.

 Rome-based utility Enel (2nd largest electricity generator in the world)

shuttered 23 data centers with 10,000 servers supporting its operations in

30 countries, and moving all applications to AWS. DX process:

o Apply Machine Learning and AI analytics on SaaS for Predictive

Maintenance with a distribution network of 1.2 million km of

transmission lines, power stations, smart power meters,

transformers, and sensors located throughout the system

o Apply IoT and AI under SaaS to Prevent Power Loss, replacing Enel’s

experts who followed traditional procedures based on their 30-

year experience

 Base.vn – providing four groups of solutions for business

management to 5,000+ Vietnamese companies via Cloud

 SaaS ERP



2. Big Data
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 Big Data is a term that describes the huge volume of data – both structured and unstructured – that inundates a business on

a day-to-day basis. But, it’s not the amount of data that’s important. It’s what organizations do with the data that matters.

Big data can be analyzed for insights that lead to better decisions and strategic business moves.

 The term “big data” refers to data that is massive, fast and

complex, presented under 03 Vs:

o Volume: torrent of data from a various sources,

including business transactions, smart (IoT) devices,

industrial equipment, videos, social media, etc.

o Velocity: with the growth of IoT, data streams in to

businesses at an unprecedented speed and must be

handled in near-real time.

o Variety: in all types of formats – from structured data

in traditional databases to unstructured text

documents, emails, videos, audios, stock ticker data,

and financial transactions.



2. Big Data
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 Examples

 The New York Stock Exchange generates about one terabyte of new

trade data per day.

 The statistic shows that 500+ terabytes of new data get ingested into

the databases of social media site Facebook every day, in terms of

photo and video uploads, message exchanges, putting comments, etc.

 A single Jet engine can generate 10+ terabytes of data in 30 minutes

of flight time. With many thousand flights per day, generation of data

reaches up to many Petabytes.

 Case Study: FPT’s Amazingly Agile Big Data Solution Helped Boost Performance & Cut Down Cost

o The Client: a German-Japanese automobile joint venture in the field of truck and bus manufacturing

o Business needs: an agile solution to fasten their data platform regarding supply chain, with a reasonable cost

o Solutions: (1) Analyze, design, and develop new big data platform on Azure using HDInsight, Hive, Spark, Oozie,

Sqoop to archive better performance, lower cost, and agile; (2) Migrate data from old data lake to new data platform;

(3) Rationalize old data transformation scripts; and (4) Develop new data pipelines and reports

o Results: (1) Cost saved up to 50%; (2) Performance of the system is reported 30% faster; (3) Increase business agility,

reduce roll-out duration of a new report



3. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
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 AI is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines and computer programs capable

of learning and problem solving

o Types of problems tackled by AI traditionally: natural language processing and translation, image and

pattern recognition, and decision-making support (autonomous vehicles and prescriptive analytics)

 Machine Learning – a very broad subset of AI – is the class of algorithms that learn from

examples and experience rather than replying on hard-coded and predefined rules (traditional

algorithms)

o Example: 1) algorithm to analyze an image (input) and classify it as an “airplane” or “not airplane”

(output) => air traffic control and aviation safety; 2) algorithm in healthcare field to predict the

likelihood of heart attack, based on medical records and other data – age, gender, occupation,

geography, diet, exercise, ethnicity, family history, etc.

 Deep Learning is a subset of machine learning with vast potential. Most traditional machine

learning needs extensive feature engineering that requires significant expertise. In deep learning,

the important features are not predefined by data scientists but instead learned by the algorithm.

o Example: use in computer vision problems (self-driving car, factory robots), voice recognition in smart

device (Amazon Echo, Google Home), automated customer service, real-time language translation,

medical diagnostics, prediction and optimization of inventory, production, maintenance, etc.



3. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
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 Case Study: FPT AI in Geriatrics: Faster and More Accurate Physical Assessment

o The Client: an Eldercare in Japan

o Challenges:

 Japan’s aging population is putting a strain on healthcare

 The country’s medical resources are dwindling

 How to quickly detects geriatric diseases in physical assessment while

releasing the burden from doctors and nurses?

o Solutions: An AI system that analyzes basic physical movement to help detect

early signs of functional immobility, joint conditions, and strokes based on the test

records of: (1) mobility, (2) balance, (3) leg strength, and (4) hip-pain sensitivity

o Results:

 Faster evaluation as doctors attentions are drawn to cases flagged by the

system

 Improve accuracy: from 80% before utilizing AI to 95% after utilizing AI

 Release medical efforts from repetitive tasks

Artificial Intelligence 

to the Rescue



4. Internet of Things (IoT)
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 The basic idea of IoT is to connect any device equipped with adequate processing and communication capabilities to the

internet, so it can send and receive data.

 The real power and potential of IoT derives from the fact that computing is rapidly becoming ubiquitous and interconnected,

as microprocessors are steadily getting cheaper and more energy efficient, and networks are getting faster.

 An IoT platform is the connection between the enterprise and the edge. IoT platforms must be able to aggregate, federate,

and normalize large volumes of disparate, real-time operational data. Also, the ability to analyze data on petabyte scale –

aggregating all relevant historical and operational data from both modern and legacy information systems into a common

cloud – is a critical requirement.



4. Internet of Things (IoT)
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 Case Study: Predictive Maintenance

o Profile: Royal Dutch Shell, top largest energy company with 86,000 employees operating in 70+ countries

o Solutions:

 Developed and deployed an AI application, which ingests high-frequency data from multiple sensors, to predict

failure of hydraulic power units, and thus, preventing blowouts for 5,000 gas wells in Australia

 An application with 500,000 AI that predicts performance deterioration for more than 500,000 valves operating at

refineries around the world. The app ingests 10mn+ sensor signals at very high frequency, helps reduce

maintenance costs and increase operating efficiency

o Results: Delivering several hundred million dollars in annual economic value



5. Blockchain
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 Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or impossible to change, hack, or cheat the

system.

 A Blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of

computer systems on the Blockchain. Each block in the chain contains a number of transactions, and every time a new

transaction occurs on the Blockchain, a record of that transaction is added to every participant’s ledger. The decentralized

database managed by multiple participants is known as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT).



5. Blockchain
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 Case Study: FPT Blockchain Bill of Lading and Payment with Libra

o The Client: a group of collaborating businesses, consisting of one of the biggest Japanese steel companies, a

Vietnamese port, a Japanese port, several banks of both Vietnam and Japan, and a Vietnamese shipping company

o Challenges: In the old days, the Bill of Lading (B/L) is issued and transferred via express courier service.

 The risks of delay, lost, stolen and fraud of B/L that causes damages to the business.

 The cost per bill is expensive, as well as the time-consuming manual processes that takes several days to complete,

thus delaying the money-flow in the business.

o Solutions: (1) Digitalize B/L and store on secured Blockchain network; (2) Transfer B/L ownership using SmartContract; (3)

Payment using Libra – a stable coin from Facebook

o Results:

 Up to 80% Cost Reduction by bringing courier service expense to Zero. Now it’s only $50-100 for issuing bills

 Maximize speed, efficiency, security & transparency and minimize fraud

 Transferring of B/L ownership now takes less than a minute

 Externally stored on Blockchain and easy to trace and search

 Payment with crypto currency is instant, safe and low-cost
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IV. Global & Vietnam’s                  

Digital Transformation



1. Global AI Strategy Landscape
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2. DX’s Potential Economic Impact
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Increase in Global Business and Social Value Timeframe Source

USD 100 Trillion 2016-2030 World Economic Forum, 2016

Increase in Annual Global GDP

USD 15.7 Trillion (driven by AI) By 2030 PwC, 2017

USD 13.0 Trillion (driven by AI) By 2030 McKinsey, 2018

USD 11.1 Trillion (driven by IoT) By 2025 McKinsey, 2015

USD 3.9 Trillion (driven by AI) By 2022 Gartner, 2018

 The market for DX consulting alone is worth an estimated USD 23 billion. McKinsey, BCG, and Bain have all built new digital

consulting divisions, and many are acquiring digital and design firms to bolster their capabilities. New, niche consulting

firms are being created entirely to focus on digital transformation (FPT Digital in Vietnam).

 In the 1st wave, consulting firm began helping customers build their digital presence. Then, consulting firms focused on

interactive design and customer experience. Today, in the 3rd wave of digital transformation, consultancies are helping clients

use data to reinvent their business models.



3. Look Back 2020 DX of Vietnam
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4. Vietnam’s DX Life Cycle
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6. Vietnam’s Government Policies

“Approval of Program for National 

Digital Transformation by 2025, with 

Orientations towards 2030” – June 03, 

2020

“Adopting the National Strategy for the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution by 2030” –

December 31, 2020

“Issuing a National Strategy on 

Research, Development, and 

Application of Artificial Intelligent by 

2030” – January 26, 2021
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7. Vietnam’s Prioritized Industries for DX

Medicals Education Finance-Banking Agriculture

Logistics Energy Resource & Environment Industrials
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8. Vietnam’s “Make in Vietnam” Awards

2020 Awards for Digital Products – Make in Vietnam

Potential                    

Digital Products

1. AI Smart Warning

2. 3D simulation of 

human body

Narrowing           

Digital Gaps

1. VNEDU 4.0 - VNPT

2. Vo So E-commerce 

site - Viettel

3. Hocmai.vn

Excellent                

Digital Solutions

1. One ATS - EVN

2. Doctor Aid - VinBrain

3. Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR) -

Viettel

Excellent Digital 

Products

1. akaBot - FPT

2. Viettel Pay

3. VNPT eKYC

Excellent Digital 

Platform

1. Base - SAAS

2. Bee

3. FPT.AI

National Forum for Developing Digital Technology Enterprises 2020
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9. Vietnam’s Digital Technology Enterprises

FPT

1. FPT.AI

2. akaBot

3. akaChain

4. FPT.EagleEye MDR

5. FPT.eHospital 2.0+

CMC

1. CMC CA

2. RPA

3. C-Contract

4. MESalpha Cloud

5. Business Intelligent

Viettel

1. Vo So E-commerce

2. AI Open Platform, 

VCloud, OCR

3. Viettel Data Lake

4. Viettel Pay, Viettel

Post

VNPT

1. DX Platform for 

Businesses - IBPMS

2. VNPT Smart Cloud, 

eKYC, VNEDU 4.0

3. Intelligent Operation 

Center (IOC), ORIMX, 

VNPT Pay

Vingroup

1. Doctor Aid

2. VinFast

3. VinSmart

Base

DX Applications for 

Businesses – SaaS 

ERP:

1. Work+

2. Info+

3. HRM+

MISA

1. MISA Amis – DX 

Applications for 

Businesses

2. MISA Cukcuk –

application for F&B 

management

MobiFone

1. Smart Office

2. Big Data Management 

Gateway

BKAV

1. Camera AI

2. BPhone

3. BKAV AI

EVN

1. OneATS – Application 

platform for management, 

automation, and data 

analytics in power, 

chemical, and waste 

treatment industries
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V. Top IT Companies providing        

DX services



1. FPT
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 100+ Fortune Global 500 clients

 +40-50% p.a.

 2,500+ staff members in DX projects

 4 science and technology parks in

Hanoi, Danang, HCMC and Can Tho

 Recognized by Gartner for Public

Cloud Managed and Professional

Services Providers, Asia/Pacific



1. FPT
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Unlock New Value 

Pools

Operational 

Excellence

Reimagine 

Experiences



1. FPT
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Virtual Agent for Call Center

Chatbot FPT.AI

FPT.AI Text to Speech (TTS)

FPT.AI Speech to Text (STT)

FPT.AI Reader with Optical Characteristic 

Recognition (OCR)

FPT.AI eKYC



1. FPT
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Three main areas:

1. Comprehensive digital transformation 

consulting

2. Digital workforce development consulting

3. Information technology system 

development consulting



1. FPT
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